To the editor:

Eculizumab fails to inhibit generation of C5a in vivo

Eculizumab is a monoclonal antibody (mAb) reputed to block C5 by preventing enzymatic generation of active components C5a and C5b.1 C5a is a proinflammatory mediator whereas C5b combines with C6, C7, C8, and C9 to form the membrane attack complex C5b-9, which contributes to procoagulant effects and cell lysis. Eculizumab has revolutionized treatment of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria and atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS),2,3 thus improving the hemolysis and thrombocytopenia seen in these disorders. Clinical studies of eculizumab efficacy in vivo have relied on parameters such as platelet count or lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels.2,3 Ex vivo studies rely on complement hemolytic assays, which test the functional capability of serum complement components to lyse sheep or chicken erythrocytes precoated with anti-sheep or anti-chicken red cell antibody, respectively.1 It is poorly understood whether such parameters reflect C5a and C5b-9 blockade by eculizumab in vivo.

We recently used eculizumab to treat a patient with the acquired pregnancy condition of hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, and low platelets (HELLP) syndrome, and the clinical description of this single case has been published.4 HELLP syndrome shares complement gene mutations with aHUS,5 and both conditions are characterized by elevated C5a and C5b-9 levels.6,7 In our prior report, we found that eculizumab reduced hemolysis and normalized platelet counts in HELLP syndrome, as seen with aHUS. Eculizumab was dosed at 1200 mg intravenously on days 1, 7, and 13 during hospital observation for HELLP syndrome. In this report, we sought to confirm that eculizumab treatment correlates with complement blockade, as measured by C5a and C5b-9 levels, by using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Approval was obtained from the Brigham and Women’s Hospital institutional review board for these studies. Informed consent was provided according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Despite therapeutic eculizumab levels (>100 μg/mL; more than threefold molar excess) and 100% inhibition of chicken red cell lysis by maternal serum (Alexion Pharmaceuticals), plasma C5a levels increased after treatment. After 1 week of eculizumab, and in conjunction with HELLP syndrome resolution, plasma C5a levels increased from 75.2 to 157 ng/mL whereas C5b-9 levels decreased from 644 to 160 ng/mL (Figure 1). This finding was in contrast to the hypothesis that eculizumab would effectively reduce both C5a and C5b-9 levels. C5b-9 blockade was also confirmed in urine, in which C5b-9 levels became undetectable by day 5 of treatment (13.2 to 0 ng/mL).

In this single case, eculizumab effectively blocked hemolysis in maternal serum, as confirmed through clinical parameters (LDH, haptoglobin) and ex vivo assays (sensitized chicken red cell lysis). However, we were surprised to find that eculizumab blocked generation of C5b-9 but not C5a in vivo. The relevance of increased C5a levels is unclear, and we could not find literature on C5a levels in vivo following eculizumab treatment. However, discordance between complement inhibition in vivo and in vitro has also been seen with C5 blocker pexelizumab.8 In a randomized control trial that assessed C5 blockade in acute myocardial infarction, pexelizumab blunted generation of C5a but not C5b-9. In contrast, pexelizumab blocked both complement components in cell culture. This observation suggests that production and clearance of C5a and C5b-9 in vivo may be disease and tissue specific, and that the effects of C5 blockade are likely drug specific.

Preceding the development of eculizumab, experiments with a single-chain variable fragment (scFV) C5 antibody (using the N19-8 mAb epitope) were hindered by lack of C5a inhibition.9 It was evident that N19-8 scFV did not bind precisely to C5 regions recognized by C5 convertases but instead blocked convertase interaction through steric hindrance. Investigators noted that the N19-8 mAb epitope for C5 was on the β-chain, but the C5 cleavage site was on the α-chain. There is also a thrombin-specific cleavage site on the α-chain of C5 (R947) that is distinct from standard C5 convertases (R751).10 Cleavage at R947 generates C5a and thrombin-specific C5b. Taken together, these observations suggest that C5a may be generated by serine proteases (eg, thrombin) extrinsic to the complement cascade and that enzymatic generation of C5a does not necessarily imply symmetric (1:1) formation of the terminal complement complex C5b-9.

Eculizumab, a humanized (5G1.1) mAb, was designed to overcome partial C5 inhibition that hindered previous compounds. However, the effects of eculizumab on C5a generation have been primarily assessed ex vivo by using hemolytic assays with chicken red blood cells.1 It is unclear whether C5a generation is equally mitigated in vivo, particularly in light of antibody independent and extrinsic complement activation. In this case of HELLP syndrome, we found that eculizumab effectively blocks generation of C5b-9 but not C5a in vivo. Plasma C5a levels increased during eculizumab treatment and, although the clinical picture improved initially, HELLP syndrome eventually recurred. The ELISA that we and others have used measures C5a and C5a(desArg). C5a is a 74-amino-acid polypeptide that is rapidly metabolized in vivo to C5a(desArg), which lacks the C-terminal arginine. It is possible that we are recognizing a shift toward C5a(desArg), which is less potent than C5a and has a longer

Figure 1. Plasma C5a and C5b-9 levels in response to eculizumab in HELLP syndrome.
half-life. However, during the development of the humanized (5G1.1) mAb (eculizumab), investigators also used an ELISA that measured C5a/C5a(desArg).1,11 Regardless, we suspect that eculizumab blocks generation of C5a in sensitized red cell assays (ex vivo) but may not prevent enzymatic generation of C5a in vivo. Although C5 blockade has proven efficacious in a variety of clinical disorders, further research is warranted to assess the potential benefits or harms of C5a generation following treatment with eculizumab.
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To the editor:

Ibrutinib-associated tumor lysis syndrome in a patient with chronic lymphocytic leukemia

Ibrutinib is a potent inhibitor of Bruton tyrosine kinase with promising efficacy in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). It is well tolerated, and grade 3/4 adverse events are infrequent (12%).1 Lymphocytosis has been reported in ~70% of patients receiving ibrutinib.1-3 Such lymphocytosis is usually asymptomatic and has no clinical consequence for the patient. We describe a patient who developed tumor lysis syndrome (TLS) with ibrutinib monotherapy.

A 57-year-old man was initially diagnosed with Rai stage II CLL in 2004. A bone marrow biopsy at diagnosis showed 30% to 35% interstitial and focally diffuse involvement. Monoclonal B cells showed k light-chain restriction and were positive for CD5, CD19, CD20, CD22, CD45, CD23, ß-associated protein of 70 kDa (ZAP70), and CD38. Neoplastic cells were dim positive for CD79b, but were negative for CD10 and FMC7. Fluorescent in situ hybridization showed deletion of chromosome 11q22 (27.5% nuclei); however, there was no evidence of 17p13 deletion, 13q14 deletion, or trisomy12. Immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region (IGHV) somatic hypermutation analysis was negative for IGHV VH2-5 gene mutation. His previous therapies included a fludarabine, cyclophosphamide, and rituximab regimen followed by rituximab maintenance (2004), pentostatin-cyclophosphamide (2007), bendamustine-rituximab (2009), lenalidomide (2011), bendamustine (2012), and ofatumumab (2013). His other home medications included alprazolam, citalopram, oxycodone, and ranitidine.

He was started on ibrutinib 420 mg per day, on March 23, 2014 for progressive CLL, characterized by bulky adenopathy (sum of product of diameters, 61.7 cm). Prior to ibrutinib initiation, his baseline white blood cell (WBC) count ranged between 21 × 10^9/L to 25 × 10^9/L (normal, 4-10 × 10^9/L); hemoglobin (Hb), 11 g/dL to 12 g/dL (normal, 13.5-18 g/dL); platelets, 110 × 10^9/L to 120 × 10^9/L (normal, 150-400 × 10^9/L); serum creatinine, 0.9 mg/dL to 1.1 mg/dL (normal, 0.6-1.3 mg/dL); lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), 213 U/L (normal, 100-190 U/L); and electrolytes were within normal limits. Three days after starting ibrutinib, his WBC count rose to 120 000/mm³; absolute lymphocyte count (ALC), 116 400/mm³; Hb, 13.7 g/dL; platelets, 73 000/mm³; creatinine, 1.2 mg/dL; potassium, 5.7 mEq/L (normal, 3.5-5.1 mEq/L); and calcium, 8.8 mg/dL (normal, 8.3-10.3 mg/dL).

Seven days after starting treatment with ibrutinib, he presented with generalized weakness and severe fatigue. Physical examination showed a temperature of 98.4°F; heart rate, 48 beats per minute; blood pressure, 98/54 mmHg; and respiratory rate, 28 breaths per minute. He had palpable left supravacular and bilateral axillary lymphadenopathy. The remainder of the examination was unremarkable. Laboratory work-up revealed: WBC count, 108 000/mm³ (ALC, 98 280/mm³); Hb, 12.9 g/dL; platelets, 71 000/mm³; potassium, 7.0 mEq/L; creatinine, 3.4 mg/dL; calcium, 5.8 mg/dL; phosphate > 12 mg/dL (normal, 2.5-4.9 mg/dL);
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